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A book about a little girl who has simply been identified as having Juvenile (Type 1) Diabetes, her battle to
understand it, and deal with her new lease of life situation. This publication has been written showing the
most current medical devices, details, and methods for Juvenile Diabetes. This reserve will help kids and
adults, of all ages, understand the everyday activity issues connected with Juvenile Diabetes.
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" Five Stars Great book to help you out of the shock of a child having T1D. We bought this reserve for my
friend's 6 year old child who was newly identified as having Type 1 Diabetes on the summer. My pal reports
that this book was helpful to her child and she appeared through the book several times.. Great resource This
simple book is quite useful in explaining Diabetes to classmates and friends. Among my assigned solutions
was the Pediatric endocrine team. Pictures look want a child has drawn them which allows kids to obtain
additional into it but does not cover diabetes in great fine detail. My children both loved this reserve and
today he says I am brave. This publication is perfect for her in order to understand even more about how
exactly to live with Type I diabetes. The drawings are ideal and the writing is just enough info for a kid
getting started off with this disease. This book is amazing and kept the eye of a 2 yr old . I also browse it and
discovered it to be ideal for newly diagnosed kids.. She loved her publication and shared with her classmates
so they could understand her disease. Perfect for a 7-yr older newly diagnosed My great-niece is 7-years old
and just diagnosed. I really like this book and recommend it She loved her book and shared with her
classmates so they ... Purchased for my 5 year outdated granddaughter who was simply diagnosed in
December 2016. This book is amazing and kept the attention of a 2 yr old to greatly help understand sibling
new diagnosis. Five Stars For my granddaughter when she was initially diagnosed at 6. Four Stars Nice
book but the price seemed a little too high. I proved helpful as a medical social worker in pediatrics for a
decade. When I read it to my recently diagnosed grandson he just kept nodding and stating "that's ju like
me.Great book for newly diagnosed children. Five Stars Perfect reserve for my granddaughter who just
simply got Type 1 diabetes. It's okay. I want we'd access to these kinds of books for recently diagnosed
children and their families. Well known type 1 diabetes reserve on the market Our favorite type 1 diabetes
publication available. Helped her understand some.
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